
Valentine (Kristen Stewart)
Craig Jun Li & Mike Goldby

Opening Reception on Thursday, June 13, 2024, from 6–8pm
On view June 13 - August 3, 2024

Parent Company is pleased to announce a two-person exhibition with Craig Jun Li and Mike Goldby. 

An illustration (or a one-scene play) [or an anecdote] on the issue of resemblance and material:

The problem of similitude presents itself with jagged clarity when a lactose-intolerant human 
subject must ban cocaine from their substance-repertoire; texturally and materially similar to powdered 
milk (a popular medium to “cut” or “extend” the drug’s volume), the atopic-user must eschew both, 
threatened, eternally, by a death-by-bloating, rather than a death by the chemical and ecstatic. 

Here, we are presented with a negation by a relation - if the first object is forbidden a priori, the 
second object is only forbidden by its link with the first. In this case, the first is forbidden due to a toxic 
antagonism against the body. The second, is only forbidden through its formal quality (an image). An 
impossible task. Imbibed materials occupy an unsteady middle ground insofar the material must pass 
through the channel of the body to fully conceptualize it, but yet, we can grasp at its qualities purely 
through form and likeness (a world of images). The taboo passes through one material to the other, 
overlapping, and settling on (image). The body knows, the material knows, the image disavows both, 
desire multiplies and a gossamer thread links all things, threatening to unmoor them.

Elsewhere

To grasp a person is to strip them. Perhaps, unlike inert material, a person can only exist as an idea. Hot 
breath, labor time, the performance of it all — every texture must be dissolved. Rather, a person must 
become a composite or aggregate or flattened surface, both inextricably knotted together and malleable.

Perhaps, a person, like inert material (when reduced to image), being the subject of doubling through 
relation, can become a thing of productivity. 

“I want you”
“Stop.”

“I want you and I will have you”

Two (or more) effigies burnt in the service of the third — whether this act of transference is blessing or an 
affliction is an undetermined variable. 

In either case, time and distance purifies all things and, eventually, all passages become charnel grounds.

— Leo Cocar
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“CJ ”Craig Jun Li (b. 1998, China) is an artist based in Brooklyn, New York (Munsee Lenape land). Li 
has recently exhibited at hatred 2 (New York), RAINRAIN (New York), Prairie (Chicago, IL), Canal 
Projects (New York) and lower_cavity (Holyoke, MA). They are a current MFA candidate at Hunter 
College. 

Mike Goldby (b. 1991, Toronto, Canada) completed his BFA in Integrated Media at OCAD University in 
2013. He has exhibited internationally in Toronto (Franz Kaka, Gallery 44, Sibling, Jr. Projects, Tomorrow, 
Art Metropole, Division), New York (MAW Gallery), Brussels (Mon Cheri), Berlin (Future Gallery), and 
Paris (Galerie Chez Valentin). His work is included in the public collection of the National Gallery of 
Victoria, Melbourne where he is included in the NGV Triennial 2023. He currently lives and works in 
Montreal/Tiohti:áke where he is an MFA candidate at Concordia University.

Parent Company is a nonprofit artist-run exhibition space founded in 2023 by Ada Potter. Located in a 
250-foot shipping container in downtown Brooklyn, the project seeks to support artists through exhibition 
opportunities, public programs, and events.
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